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What Should a Veterinarian Do.tp by Calvin
W. Schwabe, 1972, Centaur Press, P.O.
Box 704, Davis, Calif. 95616.
If the need for self examination is ac-
cepted, then this book by Dr. Calvin Sch-
wabe is worthwhile reading for all those
connected with the veterinary profession.
What Should a Veterinarian Do.tp was
written for the young veterinarian and the
veterinary student; it seeks to show them
the broad scope of their profession so that
they can make the wisest possible career
decisions. But in the process the book
examines many aspects of veterinary
medicine with a critical eye.
Three distinct sections comprise the
book. The first discusses the importance of
animal disease and the role that
veterinarians play in the United States. One
chapter in this section takes a look at the
veterinary profession through a comparison
with the writings of Lewis Carroll (of Alice
in Wonderland fame). I found this to be the
only tedious section in the entire book.
Although the ideas in the chapter are
valuable, not all readers may respond well
to the manner of presentation.
The second section of the book is a
probing examination of the strengths and
weaknesses of our profession. Dr. Schwabe
takes a thought provoking look at the past,
present and future of veterinary medicine.
Animal agriculture, veterinary research,
and veterinary education receive special
attention in this section.
The third and final section of the book I
also found to be valuable. It is a collection
of articles by guest authors which discuss
two very important topics, pet medicine and
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humane values in the veterinary profession.
As Dr. Schwabe stresses in his in-
troduction, these two aspects of our
profession are very important to society, yet
few of us can articulate their value as well
as these essays have done.
What Should a Veterinarian Do.tp does not
seek the agreement of its readers. Instead,
it was written to serve as a starting point for
further thought about veterinary medicine.
The Well Dog Book~ by Terri McGinnis,
Random House 1974.
The Well Cat Book~ by Terri McGinnis,
Random House 1975.
This pair of books written by Dr.
McGinnis can help the conscientious pet
owner to play an active and important role
in the health care of his pet. They show the
reader how to recognize disease. They
explain which conditions require a
veterinarian's aid and which conditions can
be treated at home. The knowledge of
preventative medicine that they offer
should make a diligent reader confident
about the quality of care he is giving his
animal.
An identical format is used in the two
books, which begin with a basic explanation
of anatomy. The reader gains an un-
derstanding of his pet's body, and he learns
how to give his pet a simple physical exam
that can then be included in the care of the
animal.
Preventative medicine is discussed in the
second chapter. Explanations of training,
grooming, traveling with a pet, and
nutrition are found here. Also in this
chapter are explanations of vaccinations
and of the various parasitisms that can
affect pets.
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The third chapter is devoted to diagnostic
medicine. A pet owner who reads through
this chapter once and then uses it as a
reference should be very competent at
recognizing and dealing with the various
problems his pet encouters. Especially
interesting are the sections that deal with
emergency medicine and geriatric
medicine.
Home medical care is expained in
chapter four. Like the rest of the book, this
section stresses the "How To" approach.
The reader learns all of the little tricks
necessary for taking a pulse, administering
medication, bandaging a wound, and
performing the other tasks that must be
done to care for a sick or injured animal.
The next chapter deals with breeding and
reproduction. I thought this chapter was
especially excellent, and I would recom-
mended it as a concise guide to all those
who wish to breed their pet.
The final chapter is entitled "You, Your
Dog (Cat) and Your Veterinarian". It deals
with choosing a veterinarian and with those
things that a pet owner and a veterinarian
can expect from each other. It is a very
reasonable and informative look at the
relationship that exists between the two.
Both books are concise, clear and very
readable. The animal lover who reads one
of these books will be able to do a better job
of caring for his pet. The veterinarian who
recommends them to his most curious
clients will be doing both his clients and
himself a favor.
ALUMNI NEWS
On June 1, 1972, Phillip T. Pearson
became the Dean of the College of
Veterinary Medicine and Director of the
Veterinary Medical Research Institute at
Iowa State University. He interned at
Angell Memorial Animal Hospital, Boston,
Massachusetts, in 1956 and 1957, joined
the ISU faculty in 1957 in the Department of
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Veterinary Medicine and Surgery and
received his Ph.D. from ISU in 1962. In
1964 Dr. Pearson was named professor of
Veterinary Medicine and Surgery and
Associate Clinic Director at the University
of Missouri. He returned to ISU in 1965 as
professor of Veterinary Clinical Sciences
and Biomedical Engineering, and in 1968
became Chairman of the Small Animal
Clinic at ISU . Until Dr. Pearson became
Dean he devoted his professional life to
surgery. He has taught a number of surgery
courses to both professional and graduate
students and has been engaged in research
concerned with joint surgery, fracture
repair, artificial heart studies, and dental
implants. He has also been active in
continuing education and has presented
programs on surgery throughout the
country. In 1968 he became a Diplomate of
the American College of Veterinary
Surgeons, has served as secretary of its
examination committee and is presently
President-Elect and a member of the Board
of Regents of the College. He is also a
member of the AVMA, IVMA, AAHA,
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